Why do we need a dress code?

- To reduce disruptions to educational process
- To promote healthy and safe learning environment
- To develop school to work transitional skills
How does violating the dress code disrupt WA-HI?

- Cause others to feel uncomfortable distraction from the learning task on hand
- Offensive to others
- Create physical hindrance to participate in the learning activities
How does violating the dress code cause safety issues?

- Certain attire can result in injury to self or others (example: chains, sagging pants, spikes, gang related attire etc.)
How does the dress code help Wa-Hi?

- Appropriateness to fit the environment
- Modesty
- Personal hygiene
Helpful and Appropriate information for WAHI Dress Code are outlined in the Walla Walla High School Student Handbook, pages 33 and 34.
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